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Don’t Drop Your
Hash, Or Hulk Smash!

Imagine you’re with your buddies, about to
have an orgy. You got 6 dozen virgins all lined up, the
dumbass fun-killers are already asleep, and everyone
is ready to get their Shahada on when suddenly that
guy nobody likes shows up and says he “Just wants to
watch,” and that the dude in charge of the place he
came from “was trying to kill him.” What would you
do? Most reasonable people would try to push him
out of the room and move on to the main event, but
what if he keeps pushing back and threatens to call the
police? Maybe you’d whip out a Takbir and blow your
load in his face to make a point. But then the guy —
let’s call him “David”—flips out and starts swinging his
arms wildly at everyone in sight and demands that he
has a right to most of your bed, but you can have a pillow, I guess. Sixty-odd years later, he’s still crouched all
up ons your bed with a knife, ready to fuck up anyone
who comes too close, and plenty who don’t. Welcome
to Israel!
Now, as befits the boner of the Middle East,
everyone’s favorite braindead shit fight has been raging for generations, with no end in sight, and half the
world’s countries have their own perverted stake in
the game. But lucky for us, a bunch of Informed
College Students totally know how to make
them all just get along! Just hold a vote to ask nicely
for UCSD’s endowment fund stop having investments
The Koala has never stopped meeting on Fridays at 4:20.
in companies that sometimes sell airplanes or weapWe’re looking for artists, writers, and designers who want their
ons to Israel—an ethic cleansing. That’ll show those
voices heard, so come meet us at Porter’s Pub!
greedy old Je Israelis! But the real question is what to
Or go to:
do once we cash in on all that GE money.
thekoala.org
It seems that if we can never get a two-state
The Koala
solution, and nobody likes the same kind of one-state
solution, what we really need is a zero-state solution.
Chris Dorner
At 82 cents per pound bulk price, there’s no end to
Mr. Rogers
the amount of pork, ham, and bacon we can rain down
on the whole lot, from West Bank to Gaza. The Jews
Tear Gas Canisters
CoolNegro,
Lil Rubez, JStones, Cynesthesia
will have no choice but to evacuate to their ancestral
lands of Germany, Poland, and Brooklyn, and the PalLAPD Abuse Officers
estinians can just run to their pals all around them.
Strong Dong, SDSU, Antia Cawke
Finally, we can mak sure the region will never be inhabited again by making a rainbow coalition of nations
Old Mexican Ladies
Big Dick Rick, subslut69, Groknar Davey G, Stevie Why, B-Rad, the Lto glass the place with nukes. If we are blessed by the
Word, MamaPimp, Sours, Milk, E-Dogg, Jer, T-Bone, Barton, Marcus,
divine miracle of YHWH, the radiation will last EVEN
Paula K., Eugene, Dirty, Moximo, Aaron, Timbo, Bowls Smokington
MORE than 8 days! With peace in the Middle East at
such a high priority around the world, won’t you join
Rodney King
us to divest from Israel and invest in an irrational fear
Lohith K Ramanujam
of pig meat? It is the one true path to peace.
It was finally happening. After hours of evading capture the RSO pigs had finally found my hiding spot. I loaded up the assault rifle, strapped on
my night vision goggles and mentally prepared for a long firefight. I’d known this was coming for a long time; going out in a blaze of glory was
ALWAYS my goal. These RSO pieces of shit had nothing on me. I’d barricaded the entrance to the seventh floor of Geisel with wooden boards,
laid ceramic explosives in nearly every aisle, and rewired the entire lighting system. I was sure I would go down as one of the best. They came
in fully prepared, skillfully taking down my barricade and disarming my traps. I was only able to take down four or so before my rifle jammed. I
knew it was the end. My supply bag was only six feet away, and in it were the cyanide pills I so desperately needed. I’d never let them take me
alive. I only made it half the distance before I tripped and smashed my nose directly into the beginning of the chinese literature aisle. The RSO’s flooded in, kicking and beating me over and over. As the baton repeatedly smashed against my face,
it took all I could to shout my last words as a free man: “This publication may have been funded in part or in whole by
funds allocated by the ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those of The Koala, its
principal members and the authors of the content of this publication. While the publisher of this publication is a
registered student organization at UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this
or any other publication published and/or distributed by The Koala are not endorsed by and do not represent
the views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of California and the Regents or their officers, employees, or agents. The publisher of this publication bears and
assumes the full responsibility and liability for the content of this publication.”

Top Five Lists

Top 5 Ways to Americanize
International Students
1. Force feed them panda express.
2. ...at the barrel of a gun.
3. Plague blankets.
4. Take all their wampums
5. Lock them in a burning factory
Top 5 Fast Food Pornos
1. Wendy and Ronald’s Redhead Facials
2. 5 Guys One Burger
3. In-n-Out
4. Dairy Queen’s Creampie
5. Debbie Dunks Donut Holes
Top 5 Signs That You Should
Quit Smoking
1. The hole in your neck is beginning to itch.
2. Your pre-cigarette cigarette just doesn’t
do it for you anymore.
3. You save the filters to smoke later.
4. You spend 23 hours a day 25 feet away
from buildings in California.
5. Your second baby came out retarded, too.
Bottom 5 Things To Do For A
Cancer Patient’s B-Day
1. Birthday punches!
2. Surprise cancelled party
3. Cigars
4. Tanning Salon
5. Donate in their name to AIDS Awareness
Top 5 Reasons You Want a
Macbook
1. iPhones are sooo 2011
2. You already paid for the Bookstore
discount
3. Your cock of a little brother just got one.
4. Apple’s new top of the line processor is
optimized for facebook chat.
5. The roofie gas that they pump into the
Apple Store
Top 5 Ways To Pass A
Pregnancy Test
1. Bring a blue pen
2. Cheat off the person sitting next to you
3. Have a dick
4. Pull some all nighters
5. Have sex with the proctor.
Top 5 Lies Your Roommate
Told You And You Believed
1. I’m your roommate
2. The utilities are $300 with horse attack
insurance
3. It isn’t gay until the shaft goes all the way
in
4. I spilled mayonnaise on your computer
5. I don’t hear you and your girlfriend having
sex

Top 5 Ways to Become Miss
America
1. Be half-Japanese-half-Colombian
2. Frame Miss Kentucky for the mysterious
disappearance of the other 48.
3. Wait until after the pageant to fuck the
judges
4. Learn to get really, really, really, REALLY
good at juggling.
5. Just tuck it in, Mr. America
Top 5 Reasons UCSD Didn’t
Make the Most Dangerous
University List
1. The failed doctors are courteous enough
to look before they leap
2. Enough green points to redeem for a Get
Out of Global Warming Free card
3. Black-on-black violence taken to its logical
extreme
4. Somehow the Campus Climate doesn’t
count as dangerous
5. Mormon Temple projects an underwearlike safety force-field across La Jolla
Top 5 Ways to End Sexism
1. Avoid eye contact (aka visual rape)
2. Stop looking at porn (ha! jk)
3. Bolt down the toilet seat
4. Apologize every time you have sex
5. Start sacrificing free-range imitation virgins
at your next blood ritual
Top 5 Reasons UCLA Is The
Most Dangerous University in
the US
1. Who knows what those Asians in the
library were planning?
2. It’s right across the street from a VA
hospital and a Mormon church. Wait...
3. Smack in the middle of the highest crime
area of Beverly Hills
4. All their racists mostly keep quiet until
they snap
5. It’s due for a simultaneous earthquake and
school shooting
Top 5 Ad Slogans For
Concentration Camps
1. People are piling up just to get in!
2. Melts in the oven, not in your hands
3. I want my race as pure as Ivory
4. Like a good neighbor, we kill Jews
5. Maybe she’s born with it, maybe it’s
starvation
Bottom 5 Chicken Soup Book
Franchises
1. Chicken Soup for the Trucker’s Soul
2. Chicken Soup for the Vegan Soul
3. Chik-Fil-A for the Fag-Hating Soul
4. Shoe polish for the Leather Sole
5. Empty Bowl for the Ginger Soul
Top 5 Similarities Between A
Sorority Girl and a Zombie
1. They’re on the quest for brain
2. The come at night, groaning unintelligibly
3. Someone from PIKE is trying to fuck it
4. They still beat your grade in COMM 10
5. Never let them bite you

Top 5 Signs You (Might) Have
a Drug Problem
1. You are confused when the pharmacist
says they don’t accept BitCoins or
Western Union.
2. You’ve been neglecting your gambling habit
3. Your face lights up at the scent of animal
deworming agent
4. You’re sick of all the fairy tale optimism in
Requiem for a Dream
5. You listen to Shpongle.
Top 5 CSE Pick-up Lines
1. do {me} while (dick.isHard()
			
== True)
2. I’ve got a Python extension for your
backend.
3. Hey Ruby, I’ve got a rail for you.
4. *hyperventilate and run away*
5. I’ve got a DP solution to your packing
problem
Top 5 NRA Pornos
1. Debbie does Derringers
2. Two guns, one other gun
3. Columbone: The Second Coming
4. Barely Legal Buck Shots
5. Backdoor Sluts 9mm
Top 5 Ways Hillary Clinton
Will Get out of Testifying Next
1. Dog ate my testimony
2. Hide inside her own uterus
3. Go quail hunting with Dick Cheney
4. Join Al-Qaeda
5. Bang an intern. That always works.
Top 5 Songs To Kill To
1. Someone That I Used To Know
2. We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together
3. No Woman, No Cry
4. The First 30 Seconds of the Celebrity
Version of Star Spangled Banner
5. The ice cream truck song
Top 5 Things To Buy On The
Next Day of Reckoning
1. Clorox bottle with “Zom-B-Gone”
sharpied on it
2. Commemorative T-shirt
3. Sex slaves at pennies on the dollar.
4. Some milk because you’re almost out
5. Triton Cash.
Top Ten Homeless Proverbs
1. The ten-day rule
2. A warm forty in the hand is worth two
cold ones in the store
3. April showers are free
4. You can lead kids to booze, and they’ll buy
you a drink
5. Home is where the shopping cart is
6. People who live in glass houses are great
to jack off to
7. If a job is worth doing, you won’t get hired
8. Not all that glitters is PCP
9. The road to hell is paved, at least
10. An apple a day? Fuuuuuuuck.

You Can Suck My...
This is your resident art-tard, here. I’m back from the avant garde
jack-off competition just in time to educate you ignorant uncultureds about how our very own art collection is entirely predicated
on suicide, just like the rest of this university!

“ Emo Lady”
This statue lacks a
vagina, which has
been subversively
co-opted by the
artist’s use of new
metaphorical vaginas, which have
been “pounded” or
“nailed” numerous
times by unknown
entities. Her wrists
are slit in classic
“down the street”
fashion, which is an
ironic juxtaposition
with here placement next to a hospital and medical school.
All in all, she represents the embodimentificization of
the continuous suicide that is what it means to become a
medical student.

“ Full of Shit Yet Empty”

The Warren house is forever
haunted by its own vapidity. In
its own conceptualizated universe, it couldn’t be a real place
to live, leaving its only possible
conceptuated utilizations as a
base for heroin deals, or for pedophiles to lure in their victims.
Thus, it forever hopes to escape
the building that holds the very
engineers who made its tragic
existence possible, but it can
never escape its past.
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This page sucks.

The Rich Kids of Ethiopian Instagram
What’s For Lunch?

Don’t worry,
there’s only a
50% chance you
can even read it!

Check out my sweet ride. It’s nothing special, but it’s mine.

Let me speak for the silent tree. It
has no voice, yet it must scream. It
wants to scream “You’re all a bunch
of pussies!” If its suicide can mean
a branch falling on one of those
preachers, so much the better.

Night Life
“ Lorchainsaw”

Yeah, went to a swank-ass
restaurant today. u jelly bro?

“ Stonehanged”
This could be
YOU!
The builder of
Stonehenge
intended to give
an opportunity to
other artists. The
use of space allows the artist to
create a juxtaposition of motion
between the rope
and the artist’s
windpipe. Is the rope moving to her throat or her throat to the
rope? I don’t know, physics is hard!
The controlled chaotic slant at the top gives an equal inclusion to
a diversity of bodies to hang themselves. If there’s anything UCSD
doesn’t discriminate on, it’s height.

“ Death Ex Machina”

isy, DAISY, D
AISY...Daaaa
aaaaaaiiiiiiiiii...

After reporting so much grim news about the rest
of the world, the wall of PC East just couldn’t take
it anymore. Permanent shutdown was inevitable.

Good to be back home
It’s very easy to start an Ethiopian
#SWAGlivin
rave. This place will be hoppn’ in no
time!

We were late to Black History Month, but here’s...

Best Black Person EVER

Party Reviews

(Besides the one who invented fiber optic cables and efficient solar panels)

Winner:

Achievements:

1 Dead Cop: Big funeral and 3 poor people beaten up in response
2 Dead Cops: Only moderate looting accomplished before the big
				crackdown
3 Dead Cops: Positive online response, internet cheering squads.
4 Dead Cops: Oakland Raiders win the Super Bowl.
5 Dead Cops: Skies above open, all cop-killers ascend to heaven.

Christopher Dorner

Strong Dong Does NorCal With
Board Club

Met up with 4 new board club members, one

All-American Hero
All-American Badass
Reverse Rodney King

Runner Up

(Besides the actual runners)

Achievements:

Ooga Booga
“Everyone’s Favorite
Ancestor!”

(artist’s rendition)

Honorable Mention
Jesus
Hildebrand
Christ

“Did you think he was white?”

(eyewitness artist’s rendition)

Believe It or Fuck Off!
Eating watermelon gives
you bigger boners. That’s
because it contains shitloads of citrulline, which dilates blood vessels, including dick blood vessels. It’s
also the active ingredient in
Viagra. Coincidence?
No, imaginary jackass,
that’s the whole point! Now
go eat some watermelon
before you shrivel up.

This guy is getting laid WAY more than you.

offered to buy bud for the trip so I threw in for
a 20-sack and when they picked me up I was
greeted by some tasty nugs. I brought an icy cold
2-liter of premixed rum and coke, and the driver
offered to drive the whole way, so we started
getting sloshed as soon as we hit the highway.
We killed the rum and coke before LA, but
stopped to keep the booze train going, and
worked in some bowls and tacos to boot (+1
for a perfect start to a raging weekend)!
Our plastered arrival was blurry, but eased
meright on into the inevitable belligerency that
greeted us as we entered the UCSD cabin. Shots
immediately ensued, large quantities of drugs
were smoked and sniffed and I swiftly welcomed
the warm embrace of blackout.
Woke up with the expected hangover, but was
quickly soothed by a string of board club homies
who having accidentally kicked me awake from
my comfy makeshift bed in the middle of the
kitchen, felt compelled to bring me tribute of
bong ripss and bacon. Grabbed an empty handle
from last night and filled it with Stone Levitation
Ale and orange juice (+1 for great wake-up call).
My eyes lit up to the sweet liquid harmony
of booze and, brass monkey in hand, I joined
Baconator, The Hippies, and fellow staffers in
cleaning the cabin. We managed to purge the
pervading stickiness and stench from the night
before just in time as the property manager came
by for an impromptu visit.The previous night the
board clubs from UCSC, UCSB, and UCLA had
all been kicked out of their cabins for being too
awesome and maybe breaking stuff, and we were
next on the shit list (-1 for mean old fun-buster).
Between my adorable countenance and Dr. Dre’s
silver tongue we convinced her we had no direct
association with the other clubs and posed no
threat or disturbance to the community. Just as
things were looking grim, the stars aligned and
some LA chick from the adjacent cabin sprinted
past us butt naked screaming obscenities, and
drove the the property manager from her
mission to fuck us over. We headed back inside
to reignite our unwavering to inebriation.
Before I’d even had time to take my second
shot we heard another knock on the door and
were greeted by the refugees from the evicted
Board Club cabins. Not wanting to associate our
cabin with the growing stream of degenerates
swarming toward our door, we did the only
reasonable thing and brought them all inside.

Naturally, beer die ensued. Once again the
haziness takes hold here but the night involved
my ipod getting stolen or lost (-.5 for device
deprivation), making lots of new friends whose
names I cannot recall, and taking at least one
shot off of someone’s tits (+1 for boob luge!).
My night ended when I was offered whip its and
after a few balloons of laughing gas I was bundled
up warm and cozy in a makeshift nest of snow
jackets and discarded clothes (+1 for magic bed).
Sunday morning started similarly to saturday:
Woke up, smoked bowls, mixed a tasty beverage,
and cleaned the cabin. A familiar knock at the
door informs us that our property manager is
back. Having sent the sheriff by our cabin the
previous night she had correctly ascertained that
we are not the innocent group of snowboard
enthusiasts we have claimed to be, and she gives
us our eviction notice. We spend the rest of the
afternoon packing up all our shit and trying to
minimize any damages made in the past 2 nights
(-1 for getting caught by the fuzz).
Groups split somewhat, I ended up going to UCR
cabin for awhile, doing significant damage on their
liquor supply, and coaching some newbies on the
finer points of dirty dancing. Others end up in
UCI. After dirty dancing and polishing off the keg
(+1 for endless flows of beer) myself and a crew
of homies make our way to UCI cabin where
I proceed to get sloshed and agree to a game
of beer die with a first time player; Big Mistake.
The game culminated in us getting skunked and
taking a naked lap. After sufficiently exposing my
genitalia to the elements I returned to my post
at the keg to take a well deserved keg stand then
plant my face in the lap of a cute UCI staffer and
take a power nap. 20 minutes later my energy
is restored, but my short-term memory is not.
I vaguely recall an blurry onslaught of drinking
games and in a moment of clarity I decided to
head back to the UCR cabin with their staffers
an opt for a bed rather than a floor. Woke up,
vomited, helped clean up, and convinced a UCR
chick with humongous tits to give me head and tit
fuck me in the closet. (+1 for hawt intercollegiate
sex). Rejoin other staffers but realize we don’t
have room in the remaining cars for everyone.
About 12 staffers hop into the Rage-burban and
I jump into a car of homies from UCI. Blessed
by fortune the driver is a huge stoner but the
other 3 passengers are not, so we proceed to
bro bond over many many bowls (+.5 for great
exit strategy). 10 hours later I get dropped at
the train station reeking of herb and get my ass
back to SD to contemplate my life’s decisions.

4 Dead Cops out of 5

You Are What You Drink

We rolled up around party-thirty for the
latest BC rager, my fellow rager dressed classyas-fuck as Two-Buck-Chuck, myself in the laziest
costume available to a man with a poncho, the
Tequilo Bandito. I was discovered and greeted
by my compadres as soon as I arrived (+1
for warm welcome). Palling and catching up
finished, I made an A-line for the booze, but
found myself in an amorphous but solid wall
of bodies (-1 for ominous overcrowding and
police bait, but +.5 for giving fuck-all about the
fire code).
About 15 minutes of determined navigation
brought me to the boozy mecca, but after a
few rounds of flip cup (+.5 for space efficient
drinking games) and seeing more of mis amigos,
I geared up for the trek outside. On the way
out, two young gringos asked me about my
poncho, and I explained my Bandito heritage,
while pulling out my personal bottle of tequila.
This warranted the response, “Don’t take this
the wrong way, but that was really hot” (+1 for
leading someone to discover his own sexuality).
Finally back in the fresh San Diego air with
a direct path to the nearest kegs, I ran into a
veteran Koala, who introduced me to a damn
cool chick (if you’re reading this, I’ve been
extremely busy this quarter, but I promise to
hit you up after Spring Break). Unfortunately,
our encounter was cut short by the Alive Cops,
one of whom was kind enough to give me
time to get inside after pissing in the bushes
with handle under my arm (+.5 for avoiding
paperwork).
Finally, several of us caravanned up to head
to Castle Blackout, after which everything
becomes a hazy memory.
2.5 Dead Cops out of 5

“Hey! Why
is there less
Koala now?”
I’ll tell you why, because
we’re going extinct!
But you can help change that.

Join us at Porter’s
Pub, Fridays at 4:20

Koala Personals
From: Orange Chicken Lover AKA Panda iz
Better
Over the summer, while everyone was on
vacation, some invisible gnomes were hard at
work building an even BIGGER and BETTER
edition of Panda Express in Price Center. There
was sign on the wall covering the construction site that read “Pardon our dust. Panda is
expanding!” I guess they made a typo. The sign
was supposed to say “Pardon our farts.You are
expanding from eating too much Panda!”

From: Walk it, bitch
Dear Bike-Riding Motherfuckers,
The next time one of your goofy asses comes
close to hitting me on library walk, I’m putting a
spoke up your dickhole.
From: Dumped
Caught my long-distance girlfriend cheating on me over her webcam. It sucked.
I was going to take her on a VIP trip
to EDC 2013 with a 5 day stay at the
Cosmo. Her loss is your gain.Yes, I’m for
real. Hit me back at edcfree@yahoo.com.
Here’s what I ask:
- be hot, because i am
- be fun because this is pretty much a
freebie
Thanks, Koala

From: Big Brother
Dear Sand Nigger P
You’re a god damn son of a bitch. On top
of that, I now know you’re a god damn
pussy. stop pretending to give a fuck
about the world and show everyone your
true colors.Tell them about how “honorable” or “drug-free” you are.
Fuck you you ugly ass mother fucker. I
hope to see you burning in hell right next
to me.That’ll make the trip down there
worth it.
P.S. Stop living off of mommy and daddy’s
money. Fucking sand nigger.
From: Jay Moontra
Dear cog sci proffe,
You are old as fuck and it hurts my eyes to
watch your dying face talk for two hours twice
a week.

Everything you say makes me hate your subject.
Which is a shame because I actually care about
studying it. If you are falling asleep during your
lecture then so are your students. Have some
enthusiasm about your subject.
Also, nice cameltoe.
From: Confused
Why are we called the Tritons instead of
the Japanese Kids With Blonde Hair?
From: Morning wood
Dear innocent looking Asian(ish) chick who
always sits 2 rows down, thank you.You are the
reason I can scrape my haggard ass out of bed
at ungodly hours to make my 8am. The glorious moment where you stroll past in running
shorts and bend over to set down your backpack brings a tear to my eye (and pre cum to
my tip). Come find me after class and I’ll give
you a real workout. Hope you’re a screamer,
the stairwell in York has great acoustics.
If you want random strangers to read
your shit thoughts without getting a
twatter account or putting your name on
it, toss us a personal on

thekoala.org

Or better yet, come to a Koala Meeting
any Friday at 4:20 @ Porter’s Pub!
You might be funnier than you think.

